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ABSTRACT9

Steep streams on rough beds are generally characterised by supercritical flow conditions under which antidunes10

can develop and migrate over time. In this paper, we present flume experiments that we conducted to investigate11

the variability of antidune geometry and migration celerity, a variability observed even under steady-state conditions.12

Quantifying this variability is important for river morphodynamics, hydraulics and paleohydraulics. We imposed13

moderate to intense bedload transport rates at the flume inlet in order to assess their effects on antidune mor-14

phodynamics for near-constant values of the mean bed slope. The bed elevation profile was monitored for each15

experiment with high spatial and temporal resolution. Upstream migrating antidunes were observed along most of16

the flume length. Considering single values for wavelength and celerity was not sufficient to describe the antidune17

behaviour in these experiments. By using spectral analysis, we identified the variability ranges of bedform shape18

and celerity. Interestingly, migration celerity increased with increasing antidune wavelength; the opposite trend19

was reported for dunes in other studies. Antidunes were more uniform and migrated faster for higher sediment20

feeding rates. Scaling the spectra made it possible to find a general dimensionless relationship between antidune21

wavelength and celerity. This framework provides a novel method for estimating the mean bedload transport rate in22

the presence of upstream migrating antidunes.23
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Introduction26

In nature, riverbeds usually exhibit bedforms of various spatial and temporal scales, which can migrate over time.27

The occurrence of a given bed morphology depends on the hydrodynamical and sedimentary conditions (sediment28

properties, supply, etc.). Studying bedform dynamics is important to understand both the evolution of alluvial29

environments and the implications for flow resistance and sediment fluxes. Antidunes are bedforms typical of30

supercritical (or near critical) flows on steep slopes and can be observed also for upper-flow regimes on mild slopes.31

The term “antidune” was originally proposed by Gilbert and Murphy (1914) to identify two-dimensional bedforms that32

migrate upstream, contrary to dunes. Nowadays, antidunes are defined as sinusoidal shaped bedforms for which33

the water surface is in phase with the bed undulations, according to Kennedy (1961). This definition is adopted34

in the present paper. Antidunes are associated with step-pool morphologies (Whittaker and Jaeggi, 1982; Grant,35

1994; Chin, 1999) and may co-exist with cyclic steps in transcritical flows (Alexander, 2008; Cartigny et al., 2014;36

Slootman and Cartigny, 2020). Since the pioneering work by Kennedy (1961, 1963, 1969), great efforts have been37

dedicated to studying antidune formation and their stability domains (e.g. Reynolds, 1965; Engelund, 1970; Hayashi,38

1970; Parker, 1975; Coleman and Fenton, 2000; Huang and Chiang, 2001; Kubo and Yokokawa, 2001; Carling39

and Shvidchenko, 2002; Colombini, 2004; Colombini and Stocchino, 2005; Deigaard, 2006; Di Cristo et al., 2006;40

Colombini and Stocchino, 2008; Bose and Dey, 2009; Andreotti et al., 2012; Colombini and Stocchino, 2012; Vesipa41

et al., 2012; Greco et al., 2018; Bohorquez et al., 2019). In parallel, experimental studies on antidunes have been42

performed to test theoretical and numerical frameworks and to investigate the main physical mechanisms governing43

these bed instabilities (e.g. Guy et al., 1966; Cao, 1985; Recking et al., 2009; Mettra, 2014). In paleohydraulic44

studies, antidunes receive special attention because they are important proxies of hydraulic and sedimentary45

conditions (e.g. Shaw and Kellerhals, 1977; Carling et al., 2009). Also, downstream migrating antidunes were46

early documented in experiments (e.g. Kennedy, 1961) but a criterion for antidune migration direction has been47

formalised only recently (Núñez-González and Martín-Vide, 2011). Experimental studies have mostly focused48

on downstream migrating bedforms (dunes and bars) than on antidunes. This likely reflects the high demand of49

methods to quantify dune geometry and contribution to the sediment fluxes for streams on gentle slopes. To the best50

of our knowledge, Simons et al. (1965) can be credited with the first framework for computing the contribution of51
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downstream migrating dunes to the mean bedload discharge. The existence of bedload transport pulses has been52

related to bedform migration (Gomez et al., 1989), a relationship that has been investigated in gravel-bed flumes53

through experimental investigations into alternate bars (e.g. Dhont and Ancey, 2018; Palucis et al., 2018). When54

alternate bars are associated with near-critical flows, antidunes may develop locally and participate to sediment55

transport (see Movie S3 in Dhont and Ancey, 2018).56

For steep slopes, Recking et al. (2009) considered data regarding antidunes occurrence and proposed new57

specific relationships for predicting the dominant wave geometry. Migrating antidunes of variable wavelength have58

been observed in gravel-bed rivers (see Video Clip S2 in Froude et al., 2017). In his flume experiments on steep59

slopes, Mettra (2014) observed antidunes characterised by varying shapes and migration celerities and investigated60

the contribution of upstream migrating antidunes to the bedload flux. Based on the model proposed by Simons61

et al. (1965), he proposed two expressions for estimating the mean and maximum local bedload transport rates62

(involving mean and maximum values of antidune amplitude and celerity). Ancey and Pascal (2020) monitored63

bedload transport in a narrow flume in presence of upstream migrating antidunes and reported bedload pulses64

whose period was consistent with the antidune migration period. As far as we know, an integral relationship for65

computing the sediment flux associated to upstream migrating antidunes is not yet available. This expression should66

also include the potential scale dependencies between wave geometry and migration celerity. Upstream migrating67

antidunes travel in the opposite direction of the bedload flux which cannot be decomposed straightforwardly in a68

fraction that participates to the migration of a given antidune and in a passive fraction. This peculiarity prevents the69

direct application of the integration frameworks already defined for downstream migrating dunes by Nikora (1984)70

and Guala et al. (2014).71

Running well-controlled flume experiments provides useful insights into the bedform dynamics under steady-72

state conditions. We performed experiments in a steep flume in which we monitored the bed topography with high73

spatial and temporal resolution. We used spectral analysis to quantify the variability of antidune geometry and74

celerity. We analysed how sediment transport rates depended on antidune migration celerity, and how antidune75

variability affected in turn bedload transport. We present the outcomes of this analysis with an emphasis given to76

antidune wavelength and migration celerity. We provide tentative answers to the two following questions: (i) Does77

the variability of antidune geometry and migration celerity follow a general trend? (ii) Is it possible to define a method78

for estimating the mean bedload transport rate associated with upstream migrating antidunes on steep slopes?79
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The findings are discussed and their potential implications for river morphodynamics, steep-stream hydraulics and80

paleohydraulics are outlined.81

Methods82

Experimental arrangement83

To investigate antidune morphodynamics, we carried out experiments in a 2.5–m-long 4–cm-wide flume with84

transparent sidewalls. We used natural gravel with median particle diameter d50 = 2.9 mm (d16 = 2.5 mm, d84 =85

3.3 mm) and sediment density ρs = 2550 kg m−3. The bed layer thickness was 4 cm on average. We chose86

well-sorted natural gravel to avoid grain sorting. This choice also had the advantage of simplifying the protocol of87

bedload transport rate measurement. The flume (see Figure 1) was equipped with a sediment feeder, whose supply88

rate was controlled by a hopper and a rotating wheel. A high-speed camera was mounted over the flume outlet to89

monitor the sediment discharge. Another camera was used to film bed evolution from the side. We set the flume90

width at 4 cm to ensure a reasonable trade-off between ease of data acquisition and representativeness of flow91

and morphodynamic conditions (relative to those observed in real-world scenarios). This configuration enables the92

accurate assessment of the quasi-equilibrium state before starting topography data collection and after the run.93

This condition is fundamental to guarantee that the time series of the bed topography is not significantly influenced94

from processes related to bed disequilibrium at the flume scale. On the other hand, running experiments in small95

flumes requires particular attention and accurate systems to control and assess sediment and water supply (see the96

last part of the next section for details). As the flow conditions and associated bedforms (antidunes in our case)97

were nearly two-dimensional, we could use simple imaging techniques for extracting bed topography data from side98

images. The d50/W ratio was kept under 0.1 to mitigate lateral confinement effects.99

Experimental conditions100

The experiments were carried out under steady-state conditions in terms of both water discharge and sediment101

supply. We ran four experiments with different transport intensities and similar values of mean slope angle, ψ ≈ 3°102

(Table 1).103

For each run, we imposed a constant sediment feed rate and set the flow discharge per unit width qw which104

ensured balance between erosion and deposition at the flume scale. The sediment feed rates qs,in corresponded to105
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different values of the ratio Θ/Θc, where Θ is the Shields number and Θc is the critical Shields number (see Table 2).106

We estimated Θ using the relationship:107

Θ =
gρRb tanψ

g(ρs−ρ)d50
=

Rb

d50

tanψ

s−1
, (1)108

where g is the gravitational acceleration, ρ is the water density, s = ρs/ρ is the sediment-to-water density ratio and109

Rb is the bed hydraulic radius calculated using the Einstein-Johnson sidewall correction method.110

The Einstein-Johnson method (Einstein, 1942; Johnson, 1942) is based on the division of the real flow cross-111

section (h0×W ) in one area Asw dominated by the sidewall friction and one area Ab dominated by the bed friction.112

Two virtual parallel flumes (flow surfaces equal to Asw and Ab, and rough interface lengths of 2h0 and W , respectively)113

with the same mean flow velocity U and mean energy slope (≈ ψ) are then considered to compute the hydraulic114

radii Rsw and Rb. This method has proven to give a good approximation of the hydraulic features in supercritical115

flows in experimental flumes, also compared to more refined methods (Guo, 2015).116

The hydraulic radius associated to sidewall friction Rsw was calculated by numerically iterating Eq. (2) and Eq. (3).117

τsw

ρ
=

fsw

8
U2 = gRswψ. (2)118

Equation (2) is a Darcy-Weisbach-type law for the flow shearing the sidewalls where τsw is the sidewalls’ shear119

stress and fsw is the wall friction coefficient. The latter was determined by the von-Kármán-Prandtl law as:120

( fsw)
−1/2 = 2log

[
Resw ( fsw)

1/2
]
−0.8, (3)121

where Resw = (4URsw)/ν is the sidewall-related Reynolds number and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid phase.122

We then computed the corresponding Rb value, according to its geometrical relationship with Rsw, as:123

Rb =
Ab

W
= h0

(
1− 2Rsw

W

)
. (4)124

We estimated the reference flow depth h0 for the application of the Einstein-Johnson method (note that the mean125

flow velocity was calculated as U = qw/h0) using the following Colebrook-type formula for rough fully-turbulent flows:126

( f )−1/2 =−2log
(

d50

3.71h0

)
. (5)127

We decided to use a friction law to indirectly compute the reference values of h0 because determining a single128

representative h value in these very shallow flows requires an insidious arbitrary definition of the bed and water129
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surfaces. The estimated h0 values showed good consistency with the flow depth h ranges measured for each130

experiment using image analysis (see Table 1). Notably, the reference h0 value for each experiment was very131

close to the flow depth double-averaged over the control window and the entire run duration (maximum difference132

observed for E1, with
〈
h
〉
= 8.1 mm and h0 = 8.3 mm).133

Table 2 reports the critical Shields values Θc estimated from the following equation proposed by Recking et al.134

(2008):135

Θc = 0.15(tanψ)0.275. (6)136

Flow conditions were supercritical (see Table 2) and turbulent (Re = 3100−4800) for the experiments presented137

here. Flows were shallow, with a relative roughness d50/h in the 0.3–0.4 range.138

Sediment and water supply: control and monitoring139

Since this study focused on the interplay between antidune dynamics and sediment transport conditions, particular140

attention was dedicated to the systems (i.e. methods and devices) used to control the sediment feeding rate and141

the water flow rate, and assess their stability in time.142

The main components of the sediment feeder (see Figure 1) were: a sediment tank, a hopper, and a motorised143

wheel. The grains contained in the sediment tank descended by gravity across the hopper aperture over the144

wheel surface, which was covered by sandpaper. Subsequently, they were driven to falling by the wheel rotation145

and the coupled action of a rubber scraper, which prevented periodical avalanches. The hopper aperture was146

maintained constant for this experimental campaign and the sediment feeding rate was regulated by selecting147

the wheel angular velocity. The wheel electric motor (MODEL) was chosen during preliminary tests to ensure the148

desired sediment supply rates. It was important to select a motor with enough residual torque at operational angular149

velocities to overcome the resistance caused by grains stuck between the hopper gate and the wheel. This issue150

was also mitigated by adding a 5-mm-thick layer of soft foam between the cylindrical wheel and the sandpaper cover.151

Particular attention was given to ensuring a minimum filling level of the sediment tank (i.e. a minimum confining152

pressure) during each run to avoid irregularities in the granular flux inside the hopper. During their fall and before153

entering into the water flow, the sediments were forced to slide over an inclined white plate (illuminated by two LED154

spotlights) where they were filmed by a Basler acA2000-165um camera (operated at a frame rate of 100 frames per155

second). The videos collected during the calibration tests allowed us to compute the sediment feeding rates by156
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using the same method presented in this paper for the bedload transport rate monitoring at the flume outlet. The157

feeding rate series were compared to the sediment samples collected for different sampling durations. These tests158

made it possible to assess the feeder performances and identify a possible source of fluctuations in the sediment159

supply: the periodical grain avalanche release over the rotating wheel. This issue was fixed by installing the rubber160

scraper. The maximum single file size possible with this inlet monitoring setup was sufficient to collect images only161

for an interval of 750 s, thus the continuous monitoring of the sediment feeding during the experiments was not162

possible. Others possible sources of fluctuations with this sediment supply system were the misalignment of the163

wheel axle and the irregularities in the wheel cylindrical shape–especially in the foam coating. Therefore, these164

features were carefully inspected before and after each experiment. Moreover, the sediment supply rate regularity165

was assessed before and after each run by collecting dry sediment samples at the sediment feeder during 120–180166

s.167

The water recirculation was governed with a Pedrollo CP 132A pump. The flow rate was monitored using a168

Endress+Hauser Proline Promag 50D (DN25) electromagnetic flow-meter mounted on the delivery line (flow velocity169

measure range 0.01–10 m s−1). The flow-meter accuracy limit was under 1.5 % Qw for a total flow rate Qw ≥ 1.3170

· 10−4 m3 s−1 (that is the Qw value for E1). The flow discharge values of the runs were lower than the nominal171

specifications of the recirculating pump. The flow rate was stabilised by ensuring a sufficient pressure head on172

the pump delivery line with a valve mounted on the piping. During the experimental runs, we also maintained a173

constant pressure head on the pump suction line by keeping stable the water level in the outlet reservoir. The174

maximum amplitude of the observed flow rate fluctuations around the mean value was smaller than 3 % Qw and the175

fluctuation periods were shorter than 5 s. The surface water discharge values used to compute the values of the176

water discharge per unit width qw (see Table 1) were obtained by subtracting the hyporheic flow discharge from177

the total flow rate Qw. We measured the hyporheic flow discharge before and after each experiment by collecting178

manual samples at the flume outlet.179

Boundary conditions: specific settings180

Specific arrangements were used to set the inlet and outlet boundary conditions. We detail them here for the sake181

of repeatability.182

The granular bed was bounded by a vertical perforated plate at the flume outlet. Similarly, a 15–cm-long plastic183

septum with perforated vertical walls was installed at the upstream bed boundary. Its upper face was characterised184
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by artificial roughness elements (transversal rectangular ridges 4×40×2 mm, streamwise spacing of 4 mm), whose185

purpose was to limit the flow velocity and thus to avoid triggering an artificial hydraulic jump at the flume inlet. The186

sediments were fed over this rough fixed surface in order to mitigate the sediment bursts that would have been187

caused by the impact of the grains over a fully mobile bed. This arrangement allowed the onset of the hyporheic188

flow inside the bed layer without sharp vertical deviations of the streamlines over the full bed layer. A honeycomb189

grid was installed upstream of both the septum and the sediment entrance to stabilise the flow free surface and190

mitigate the propagation of waves caused by the water inflow.191

Data collection and image processing for bed topography detection192

We monitored the bed topography by filming a 75–cm-long section of the flume from the side. The acquisition193

window was set at mid-length of the flume, with the upstream side located at x = 1 m from the flume inlet (x = 0 m).194

This central position reduced the possible influence of the boundary conditions on antidune dynamics. We collected195

the images of the bed profile using a Basler A504k camera (operated at a frame rate of 60 or 100 frames per196

second) equipped with a E Nikon lens (focal length f = 28 mm, aperture in the 1–2.8 range). We processed the197

images (size 1280× 200 pixels, resolution 1 px = 0.6 mm) by applying a binarisation filter with a threshold level198

adjusted to detect the bed-water interface. We then applied a moving average filter (horizontal window of 5 px199

= 3 mm ' d50) to smooth small perturbations in the resulting topography caused by particles moving in the bed200

vicinity. The bed profile sequences were characterised by a temporal resolution of 1 s. The raw images were slightly201

affected by lens distortion; we decided not to correct it because the opposite effect of perspective distortion of the202

bed profile was intrinsic to the setup and irreparable in the present context. Therefore, the wavelength measurement203

accuracy on the bed profiles exceeded the camera nominal resolution and was of the order of d50. To assess the204

wavelength accuracy, we filmed with a lateral view two thin vertical lines drawn on the opposite inner sides of each205

flume wall at the same cross-section (near the edge of the control window where the distortion effects are maximal)206

and we measured the virtual distance between these lines on the image. The maximum wavelength error estimate207

was approximately 2.5 d50.208

Bedload transport monitoring at the flume outlet209

We started to collect bed topography data after the system reached quasi-equilibrium between the sediment supply210

and the sediment discharge. To check this operational requirement, we monitored the sediment flux at the flume211
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outlet using a basket sampler (with a sampling time in the 60–120-s range). In addition, we filmed the particles212

transported by the flow over a white board placed at the flume outlet. For this monitoring system, we used the same213

models of camera and lens as those used for monitoring the bed topography. The 0.055×0.040 m control window214

was covered by a 190×126-pixel frame. The frame rate was set at 60 or 100 frames per second. To estimate the215

bedload transport rates at the flume outlet, we used a definition based on particle activity, that is, the number of216

moving particles per streambed area (e.g. Furbish et al., 2012). Assuming that the mean grain velocity in the control217

window was constant for a given water discharge, we expressed the sediment transport rate qs,out as:218

qs,out(t) =
NVb

LW
up, (7)219

where N(t) is the number of particles in the control window L×W (L is the size in streamwise direction and W220

corresponds to the flume width), up is the mean particle velocity in streamwise direction and Vb is the mean particle221

volume. It is worth noting that this equation provides the averaged transport rate over the window length L. The time222

resolution of the qs,out series was bounded by the characteristic time that the particles took to cross the window:223

ttw = L/up. The parameters to be calculated are N(t) and up. The particle activity N(t) was estimated indirectly for224

each image: we applied a binarisation filter to each image, and we counted the number of pixels characterised by225

an intensity value over a calibrated threshold. We then considered a calibration factor to convert the pixel number226

into the particle number N(t). The mean velocity up was estimated by tracking a set of particles (100 to 200 grains)227

in the control window for each experiment. During preliminary tests, we assessed that this measurement technique228

led to relative error in the average sediment transport rate of less than 10 % when the sampling times were in the229

60–120-s range.230

Bed topography analysis231

For each experiment, a bed elevation matrix Z 0(x, t) was computed from the bed profiles collected in the control232

window. The preliminary step towards the analysis of the bed morphodynamics involved assessing how stable the233

bed slope was over time. The following step consisted in the subtraction of the mean bed elevation profile from234

the bed elevation matrix to obtain the bed elevation perturbation matrix Z(x, t). Each matrix Z(x, t) contained the235

information on the morphology and kinematics of the bedform patterns that developed and migrated during the236

respective run. The typical modes of the perturbations were estimated by applying a 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)237

in the wavenumber and frequency domains to the matrix Z(x, t). This operation was equivalent to the application238
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of two consecutive 1D FFT in opposite domain directions. The resulting 2D spectra were analysed to assess the239

variability of bedform shapes and celerities. Moreover, we tested different scaling schemes to identify general trends240

in these spectra.241

Results242

Bed elevation perturbations243

During the experiments, antidunes developed and migrated upstream along most of the flume length. The bed244

topography exhibited a nearly constant mean slope over time (Figure 2).245

Figure 3 shows one sample of the bed elevation perturbation matrices for each experiment. Antidune behaviour246

depended on the transport conditions. For example, the antidune patterns migrated more steadily during runs E2247

and E3 than during E1. Generally, we observed that antidunes were more uniform and migrated faster for higher248

sediment feeding rates qs,in (see Figure 3). During E1 and E2, antidunes were often observed to develop and249

migrate as groups of bedforms, also called trains. The number of antidunes composing each train was variable for250

E1 and E2. These antidune trains were occasionally disturbed or interrupted by local perturbations that propagated251

downstream. These downstream migrating perturbations were especially visible during E2 (Figure 3 (b)) in which252

they were characterised by typical spacing and period values in the ranges 0.4–0.5 m and 40–50 s respectively253

(perturbation velocities around 1 cm s−1). We did not observe any evidence of hydraulic jumps associated with254

degradation waves. The antidune sequences appeared to be mostly continuous in E3. It is interesting to note that255

for E4, during which it was difficult to detect antidunes in real time by simple observation, the bed patterns were256

visible in the corresponding Z(x, t) matrix during most of the run. The Z(x, t) matrix of E4 was characterised by257

a lower signal-to-noise ratio for the bed profile detection when compared to the other experiments. This signal258

disturbance was caused by the high particle activity in this run. For all runs, the typical antidune amplitude A ranged259

from the median grain size d50 to the mean flow depth h. The typical antidune wavelengths λ were approximately in260

the 5–15-mm range. By tracking the bedforms manually, we estimated the migration celerity c for each experiment.261

Due to the non-uniform migration speed, in particular for E1, the definition of a dominant celerity was considered262

inappropriate.263
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Bedload transport rate series and fluctuations264

The bedload transport rate was measured at the flume outlet throughout the time of the experiment. The resulting265

time series were characterised by relatively large fluctuations relative to the mean transport rates (Figure 4).266

Considering the transport rate series averaged over 0.2 s, the highest pulses exceeded the average transport rates267

by 200 % and 100 % for E1 and E4, respectively. For E1 and E2, episodes of low bedload transport (qs,out < 10268

% qs,out) at the flume outlet were also recorded. Similar episodes were not observed for E3 and E4. The overall269

variability of the bedload transport rates, reflected by the coefficient of variation Cv, decreased almost linearly with270

increasing sediment transport rates (from Cv, E1 = 0.5 to Cv, E4 = 0.19).271

Bedload transport fluctuations at the flume outlet were likely connected with the antidune morphodynamics. For272

E1, the antidunes were geometrically well-developed but their migration was particularly unsteady (Figure 3 (a)).273

Consequently, the bedload transport rate at the flume outlet during this run exhibited high variability, reflected by the274

most remarkable episodes alternating intense and weak sediment transport (Figure 5). At intermediate transport275

stages (E2 and E3) the antidune migration was more regular (Figure 3 (b) and (c)) and the fluctuations of qs,out(t)276

were less intermittent and less strong (Figure 5) than for E1. The bedload transport rates measured in E4 (which is277

the run with the highest transport intensity) showed the lowest variability, in line with earlier studies (e.g. Singh et al.,278

2009). The antidune signature was still noticeable in the bed elevation perturbation matrix Z (x, t) for E4 (Figure 3279

(d)).280

Spectral analysis of bed morphologies281

By applying the 2D Fast Fourier Transform to the Z(x, t) matrix for each experiment, we obtained the spectra shown282

in Figure 6 in the λ -T domain. These spectra outlined the multi-scale nature of the bed morphologies and confirmed283

the observations made by considering only the bed elevation perturbation 2D plots. The FFT technique used did284

not allow us to determine the migration direction explicitly. In our experiments, antidunes were observed travelling285

upstream with non-constant geometry and migration celerity. The downstream migrating perturbations (visible in286

Figure 3 (b)) did not appear in these FFT spectra owing to their relatively low energy compared to those associated287

with the upstream migrating antidunes and their longer migration periods. Additional information regarding the288

downstream migrating perturbations can be found at the end of the Results section.289

In order to explore and quantify variability in the antidune morphodynamics, we repeated our analysis by290
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considering different domains in the perturbation spectrum. In Figure 6, the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the291

bed elevation perturbations in the λ -T domain reveals wavelength variability for each experiment. The wavelength292

ranged from 0.05 to 0.18 cm for E1, and from 0.09 to 0.15 cm for E3. Although it was less pronounced than in293

similar studies on dunes (e.g. Guala et al., 2014), the wavelength variability was nonetheless noticeable in our294

experiments. This significant variability became less marked with increasing bedload transport intensities.295

We also considered the spectra in c-λ plane (Figure 7) in order to highlight possible trends of migration celerity.296

Antidune celerity was assumed to take positive values. We transformed the period values T into the corresponding297

migration celerity values c using the equation298

c =
λ

T
. (8)299

Figure 7 shows that migration celerity increased with increasing antidune wavelength for all experiments. Otherwise300

stated, longer antidunes (high λ ) generally migrated upstream faster than shorter ones (low λ ). This result301

appeared consistent with visual analyses of the bed elevation perturbation matrices Z(x, t). The relevance of these302

observations led us to analyse the spectra in dimensionless domains in order to determine how the antidune celerity303

depended on the problem variables. The dimensionless variables ( T ∗, λ ∗, c∗ ) were obtained by scaling the physical304

variables ( T, λ , c ) with the reference flow depth h0 and the convective time λ/U as characteristic length and time,305

respectively:306

T ∗ = T
U
λ

; (9)307

308

λ
∗ =

λ

h0
; (10)309

310

c∗ =
c
U
. (11)311

Figure 8 shows the contour plots of the spectral densities in c∗-λ ∗ domain. Note the different criterion used to312

visualise the E4 PSD contour because this spectrum was characterised by particularly low densities. Interestingly,313

c∗ ≈ f (λ ∗) increased with increasing λ ∗, and the higher the transport stage, the steeper the curve c∗ ≈ f (λ ∗).314

Figure 8 also indicates that experiments with the highest transport intensities were characterised by the narrowest315

ranges of dimensionless wavelength.316
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The dimensionless spectra of the various experiments did not overlap in Figure 8. We believed that the scaling317

based on the water phase features (see Equations (9)–(11)) did not allow us to capture the bedform dynamics318

in terms of dimensionless celerity and wavelength. In Figure 8, we observed that the mean sediment transport319

rate likely played a significant role in determining the antidune migration celerity. Based on this observation, we320

proposed an alternative normalisation scheme. To scale antidune celerity, we defined a characteristic sediment321

phase velocity UN:322

UN =
qs

dV,50 (1− p)
. (12)323

where p is the porosity of the sediment mixture and dV,50 is a characteristic length scale for the mean particle324

volume Vb (i.e. the diameter of an equivalent sphere of volume Vb). For the sediment mixture used in E1–E4, we325

measured p ' 0.38 and dV,50 = (6Vb
/

π)1/3 ' 2.4 mm. UN is proportional to the virtual convective velocity of the326

sediment volume in the bed active layer—whose mean thickness was assumed proportional to the characteristic327

grain size. This assumption is in agreement with the typical antidune amplitude observed in our experiments. We328

calculated the scaled dimensionless migration celerity c∗N as:329

c∗N =
c

UN
=

cdV,50 (1− p)
qs

. (13)330

Regarding the wavelength scaling, we considered the relationship proposed by Recking et al. (2009) to predict the331

dominant antidune wavelength on steep slopes:332

λ R09 = d50 f (Θ,Θc,Fr) = d50 ξ (Θα
Θ

β

c Frγ) = 0.093Θ Θ
−3
c Fr d50. (14)333

The combination of parameters in Eq. (14) was the result of detailed dimensional analysis conducted using334

Buckingham’s Pi theorem; the coefficients (ξ ,α,β ,γ) were determined by fitting the relationship to data derived from335

19 flume experiments (Recking et al., 2009). This validated relationship appeared well-suited to be tested as the336

wavelength reference scale for antidunes on steep slopes. We defined the dimensionless wavelength values λ ∗N as:337

λ
∗
N =

λ

ξ Θ Θ
−3
c Fr d50

=
λ

λ R09
. (15)338

The coefficient ξ = 0.093 was not strictly required for the wavelength scaling but maintaining it eased the interpretation339

of the λ ∗N values in proportion to λ R09. Figure 9 shows the resulting contour plots for the spectra in the c∗N-λ ∗N340

domain.341
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This scaling based on the parameters UN and λ R09 allowed us to collapse all the spectral distributions onto342

a master curve c∗N ≈ f (λ ∗N). The spectrum obtained for E4 followed the same trend; we plotted it separately in343

Figure 9b for the sake of readability. Based on the trend of the spectral distributions in Figure 9, we expressed the344

relationship between scaled dimensionless celerity c∗N and dimensionless wavelength λ ∗N as:345

c∗N ≈ f (λ ∗N) =

(
λ ∗N−λ ∗A

)ζ

k
, (16)346

where λ ∗A ' 0.57 [-], ζ ' 2/3 [-] and k ' 1 [-] are regression coefficients.347

By combining Eq. (16) and Eq. (13), we obtained an explicit formula to estimate the mean bedload transport rate348

associated with upstream migrating antidunes:349

qs,est = cdV,50 (1− p) fq(λ ∗N) = cdV,50 (1− p)

[
1(

λ ∗N−0.57
)2/3

]
, (17)350

where fq(λ ∗N) = [ f (λ ∗N)]
−1. Equation (17) shares some similarity with the frameworks proposed for downstream351

migrating dunes (e.g. Simons et al., 1965; Nikora, 1984; Guala et al., 2014) and differs in other aspects. These352

features are discussed in the Discussion section.353

Performance assessment of Equation (17) with data available in literature354

Although Eq. (17) is based on the approximation underpinning Eq. (16), it can be used to estimate the mean bedload355

transport rate by measuring the typical wavelength and associated celerity values for antidunes migrating upstream356

along steep slopes. We first assessed the performance of this approach to estimate the average bedload discharge.357

To that end, we used data from an experiment on antidunes obtained by Mettra (2014), who set the values listed in358

Table 3 for the mean bed slope ψ , the flume width W , and the sediment size d50. Mettra (2014) observed upstream359

migrating antidunes and applied a tracking criterion based on longitudinal bed profiles to collect wavelength and360

celerity data.361

To run this test, we first estimated the corresponding λ ∗N values from the λ values reported in Table 3 (λR09 =362

0.257 m for this experiment). The Shields number Θ was calculated using Eq. (1) with Rb estimated according to the363

Einstein-Johnson method as for the experiments presented here. The critical Shields number Θc was calculated364

using Eq. (6). We calculated the UN and c∗N values according to Eq. (12) and Eq. (13). Since the information365

about the mean particle volume was not available for the run 2deg15v, we indirectly estimated dV,50 assuming the366

same ratio dV,50/d50 = 0.83 obtained for our experimental case. The porosity of the sediment mixture was p = 0.42367
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(Mettra, 2014). We then used Eq. (17) to calculate the corresponding qs,est values (Table 4). Figure 10 shows the368

“true” positions of the pairs (c∗N, λ ∗N) computed from the mean bedload transport rate qs,meas (measured during the369

experiment). Since the maximum relative error for the mean bedload transport estimates was less than 20 %, the370

outcome of the test appeared satisfactory. This test highlighted the importance of having multiple pairs (c, λ ) or371

better the c−λ spectrum to assess and improve the reliability of the results. Unfortunately, we had to limit the372

comparison to a single experimental case due to the scarcity of experimental data available in the literature (in373

terms of associated values c and λ ) for antidunes on steep streams with coarse sediments.374

Domain of application of Equation (16) and Equation (17)375

We provide here further guidance on how to apply Equations (16) and (17). The data from which these relationships376

were derived came from experiments characterised by high relative roughnesses and steep slopes (ψ = 3°). The377

scaling analysis presented above holds for supercritical flows over well-sorted coarse natural sediments (i.e. d50/h≈378

0.1–0.5 and d50 ≈ 2–10 mm). Equation (16) is valid for mean slope angles up to at least ψ ∼ 4° provided the379

flow remains supercritical over most of the flume length and the bed shows no significant ψ fluctuations on the380

flume scale. Mettra (2014) observed degradation waves in one steep-slope experiment (ψ ≈ 4°) and evoked the381

metastability of the bed profile as a potential cause. Concerning streams under near-critical flow conditions (Fr & 1),382

we recommend to carefully assess the continuity of the bed elevation perturbation field in the control window (recall383

Figure 3 and Figure 11) because Equation (16) is not expected to hold in presence of extensive discontinuities in384

the upstream migrating antidune sequences (e.g. sediment waves or transitional bedforms). During an experimental385

run conducted with the same flume and sediments of the present study (with ψ = 1.55° and Fr = 1.1), Ancey386

and Pascal (2020) observed bed waves—characterised by “cycles of growth and decay over time scales of a few387

minutes, with no evidence of migration”—in the upstream part of the flume (see Movie S2 in the same paper) whilst388

upstream migrating antidunes were well developed in the downstream sector. A plastic plate was installed over389

the flow surface in the middle part of the flume to facilitate particle tracking; this disturbance probably influenced390

the bedforms (Ancey and Pascal, 2020). In that specific configuration, the bed morphodynamics in the upstream391

sector was not conform to the domain of application of Equation (16). With regards to bedload transport intensity,392

the experimental conditions of E4 likely represent the upper boundary when applying Eq. (17) to estimate the393

mean bedload transport rate. The cases characterised by very low bedload transport rates require special attention394

because in such circumstances, bedload transport is intermittent, and this intermittency affects antidune migration.395
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About the downstream travelling perturbations396

We provide here additional information regarding the downstream travelling perturbations of the antidune sequences397

observed in our experiments. These observations might be useful for researchers who study morphodynamic398

instabilities in supercritical flows. The perturbations on which we focus here (also called “disturbances” in the399

previous sections) were downstream travelling discontinuities or non-uniformities in the wave geometry and celerity400

that affected the antidune sequences in our experiments. Looking at the E2 contour plot in Figure 11, one can401

identify perturbations which interrupt or not the antidune pattern continuity. For instance, we observed downstream402

travelling perturbations which propagated from accelerating antidunes. These perturbations were often associated403

with the splitting of one accelerating antidune or the appearance of a transition zone—likely an area with high404

particle activity—in which one could not distinguish the bedform crests and troughs that were previously evident405

(see Figure 11). In other cases, we observed occurrences of a local slow down of one antidune that subsequently406

propagated downstream affecting other antidunes. The perturbations travelled with typical celerity values of the407

same order of magnitude of the antidune celerity. This observation suggests a strong link with the bedload transport408

intensity. The travelling perturbations can also be interpreted as boundaries between the antidune trains when they409

were long-lasting. These type of perturbations and trains were mostly evident and frequent during the experiments410

characterised by the lowest mean bedload transport rates (E1 and E2). Note that these trains did not vanish (or411

break suddenly) and apparently the flow remained supercritical over the entire flume length.412

Although the width of the control window in our experiments prevented the systematic analysis of the length413

and time scales of these downstream travelling perturbations, our experimental setup allowed us to make some414

interesting observation regarding the persistence of these perturbations in the time and space domains. Sometimes,415

these perturbations came from upstream and travelled across the entire control window. In other cases, they416

seemed to be originated from a local event in the antidune sequence (e.g. the sudden acceleration of a single417

antidune or an antidune splitting) and they propagated downstream. We also observed travelling disturbances,418

which caused a marked discontinuity in the antidune pattern (i.e. the transition zones mentioned above), and that419

were apparently damped (diffused?) over distances of few tens of centimetres (see Figure 11).420
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Discussion421

As presented in the previous sections, the antidunes observed during the experimental runs exhibited significant422

variability of their wavelength and migration celerity. The wavelength variability was found to be less pronounced423

for the experiments characterised by higher mean sediment transport rate. To the best of our knowledge, the424

range of variability for the antidune wavelength on a steep slope under moderate and intense bedload transport425

conditions has so far never been specified. This result was made possible by the application of spectral analysis426

on high resolution data. Looking at the bed elevation perturbation profiles, the antidunes were less prone to427

amplitude variability. The typical antidune amplitudes were observed to be slightly smaller than the mean flow depth.428

Regarding the antidune migration celerity, its variability was also noticeable and antidune celerity increased with429

increasing wavelength. Overall, antidunes characterized by similar wavelength values migrated faster for higher430

mean bedload transport rate.431

In the next section we discuss the factors that could cause the variability of antidune morphodynamics observed432

in our experiments. We then explore the potential implications for related topics such as the estimation of a friction433

term associated with antidunes in flows characterised by high relative roughness and the links between antidune434

morphodynamics and sediment transport regimes.435

Antidune morphodynamics and implications436

We summarised the λ ranges for the experimental runs E1 to E3 in Table 5. To add an element of comparison in437

Table 5, we reported the wavelength λ minK63 and λ R09 computed for each experiment. λ minK63 is the theoretical438

minimum wavelength for 2D antidunes, according to Kennedy (1963), as:439

λ minK63 = 2πFr2 h (18)440

As shown by Table 5, Equation (14) might provide good estimates of the mean antidune wavelength for E1 and441

E2. The λ R09 value estimated for E3 is closer to the maximum wavelength value. However, it is important to recall442

that this empirical equation was formulated to estimate the dominant antidune wavelength and its fitting was based443

on flume data for which the wavelength values were determined by dividing the length of the observation window by444

the number of antidunes detected (Recking et al., 2009).445

Interestingly, the comparison of the values of λ minK63 with the ranges of λ determined from the spectra indicates446
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that the shortest waves detected using the 2D FFT were located in the region of existence of 3D antidunes according447

to Kennedy’s stability diagram (Kennedy, 1963). This observation indicates that upstream migrating 2D (also named448

long-crested) antidunes and 3D antidunes might co-exist and interact in supercritical flows over steep slopes449

contributing to the variability of antidune shapes and celerities. This speculation could be a possible interpretation450

for the non-linear trends of the relationship between dimensionless migration celerity and dimensionless wavelength451

in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The real-time observation of the flow free surface over short antidunes in our experiments452

revealed transversal wavelets but without evidence of roaster tails. The wave amplitude of these wavelets was453

noticeably smaller than that of the water surface undulations caused by the sinusoidal bedforms. Regarding the454

bed shape for the short antidunes in our experiments, we sporadically observed antidune troughs that were more455

pronounced on the flume centerline than close to the flume walls but the crests appeared 2D. These kind of short456

bedforms might thus be typical of very shallow supercritical flows in which the particular conditions—notably the457

high relative roughness—might influence their form, shaping them differently from the 3D short-crested antidunes458

reported by other authors for flows characterised by lower relative roughness values (e.g. Kennedy, 1963). The459

small flume width values in our study, in the experiments conducted by Mettra (2014) and in some of the runs460

presented by Recking et al. (2009) might also play a role on the morphodydynamics of these short antidunes461

in terms of lateral confinement. Inoue et al. (2020) recently investigated the coexistence of 3D antidunes with462

alternate bars. Additional experimental studies considering different relative roughness d50/h and aspect ratio463

h/W values—with systematic monitoring of the sediment transport and flow conditions—would be useful to further464

clarify the mechanisms that control the coexistence of different bedforms in supercritical flows over coarse-bedded465

streams.466

At the meso-scale, a possible mechanism that may exacerbate variability in antidune geometry and celerity is467

related to the interactions within antidune trains which can involve antidunes of various wavelengths, but with similar468

amplitudes. These non-linear interactions often have the capacity to cause neighbouring antidunes to rearrange.469

Examples of this phenomenon can be observed in the contour plots of the bed elevation perturbation for E1 (see470

Figure 3 (a)) and E2 (see Figure 11), and in Movie V1 (see Supporting Information). Antidune interactions can471

be phenomenologically interpreted using the lag distance concept (Kennedy, 1963). Even small particle clusters472

eroded or deposited within a short time interval can have strong impacts on local flow and transport conditions.473

The effects of these perturbations are likely accentuated by the high relative roughness of the flows under study.474
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In particular, in steep streams, an increase in the particle activity can trigger collective entrainment, that is, the475

dislodgement of several particles at the same time (Heyman et al., 2016). Consequently, the local lag between476

sediment flux and shear stress can be impacted non-uniformly by these bedload bursts along the stream. As a477

result, antidunes exhibiting similar geometries can be perturbed, undergo a non-uniform change in their migration478

celerity, and coalesce (or split), producing longer (or shorter) antidunes, as was observed for instance in run E1479

(see Figure 3 (a) and Movie V1) and run E2 (see Figure 11). Interestingly, these events were observed mainly480

during E1, less frequently during E2 and were less clearly identifiable during E3 and E4. This is consistent with the481

fact that local bedload transport pulses (or, conversely, phases of weak transport) are more frequently observed482

under low bedload transport conditions than under intense transport (Singh et al., 2009).483

The formation, development and evolution of trains composed by a number of well-developed antidunes was likely484

caused by the above-mentioned interactions. Similar morphological patterns have been observed in experiments485

and the field (e.g. Recking et al., 2009; Froude et al., 2017) and their appearance likely represents a distinctive486

feature of the variability of antidune morphodynamics on steep slopes. According to Grant (1994), antidune487

interaction within these trains promotes an increase in the antidune wavelength, which could explain step-pool488

formation. Similar antidune trains have also been reproduced in numerical simulations by Bohorquez and Ancey489

(2016), who regarded “nonlinear coarsening” as a possible cause of the antidune wavelength increase observed in490

the upstream migration process.491

The downstream travelling perturbations already described in the Results section can be interpreted as a492

complementary feature of the antidune trains. These disturbances either appear as the transient signature of493

local interactions (e.g. bedform merging and splitting events) or they mark a more persistent discontinuity in the494

antidune pattern and thus can be considered as boundaries between the antidune trains. We also tried to investigate495

the possible influences of these disturbances on the bedload transport rate series measured at the flume outlet.496

Assuming a constant perturbation celerity, we inferred the arrival times at the flume outlet of the perturbations that497

travelled across the control window. Unfortunately, we did not succeed in identifying a clear correlation between the498

estimated arrival times of these downstream migrating perturbations at the outlet and the occurrences of bedload499

pulses or phases of weak transport. The simple assumption of a constant perturbation celerity in the downstream500

part of the flume in which the antidunes are close to the outlet discontinuity is probably not sufficient to extrapolate a501

correspondence between perturbations and bedload pulses.502
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In our experiments of bedload transport over steep slope, antidune train morphodynamics likely depends on how503

particle diffusivity and deposition (governed by local flow conditions), and entrainment (strictly related to particle504

activity) are interrelated (Ancey and Heyman, 2014; Bohorquez and Ancey, 2016; Heyman et al., 2016). The parts505

played by the absolute nature of the antidune instability (Vesipa et al., 2014) and by turbulence (Breakspear, 2008)506

may be crucial as well. In steep stream flows under moderately intense transport conditions (as in E1 and E2),507

investigating these interrelations remains a great challenge because we need to: (i) track not only isolated particles,508

but also particle clusters when measuring particle diffusivity, (ii) run Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) in difficult509

conditions, and (iii) monitor antidune evolution at high temporal and spatial resolution. Further studies on these510

interrelated processes are needed to confirm or infirm the possible influence of processes located far upstream511

(such as the sediment supply irregularities) on bedload transport in steep streams (Tucker and Bradley, 2010;512

Furbish and Roering, 2013; Ancey et al., 2015; Heyman et al., 2016), and their impact on bed instabilities.513

Variability in the antidune morphodynamical features may affect flow resistance induced by antidunes. For flows514

on rough beds (that is, under low submergence conditions), the relative importance of grain- and form-induced515

flow resistance depends a great deal on antidune shape variability, in particular on the non-uniform and abrupt516

changes in bed curvature. Bed curvature alters the momentum distribution within the flow (Dressler and Yevjevich,517

1984). It has been taken into account for a sinusoidal bed surface by Vesipa et al. (2012), who used the Dressler518

equations (Dressler, 1978)—rather than the common form of the Saint-Venant equations—and a mechanistic model519

for sediment transport. Our experimental results and analyses prove that form-induced flow resistance may be520

neglected to describe the typical bedform dynamics when one considers relatively continuous antidune trains521

under quasi-equilibrium transport conditions. However, the experimental observation of downstream travelling522

perturbations which propagated from one or two accelerating antidunes (see Figure 11) should spur further research523

on the interplay between curvature-induced flow resistance and antidune morphodynamics variability by taking524

a closer look at factors such as interaction between bedforms, the influence of the bedload transport stochastic525

nature, and the perturbations caused by turbulence and unsteady sediment supply.526

The present study explains why antidunes are seldom directly observed in the field and possibly why geomor-527

phological records of natural gravel-bed streams may be difficult to interpret even when antidunes were not strongly528

reworked by later events. Direct observation is made difficult by the antidune geometry and celerity variability, which529

can thus “hide” their presence during flood events. Even in field sites for which disturbing factors such as grain530
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sorting play a minor role, antidune trains are less visible than expected because of variability. In this respect, with531

the advent of cost-effective drone-based technologies (e.g. UAV-carried multi-beam sonar and ground penetrating532

radar) we expect a revival of interest in the field investigations on antidunes. Our experimental work is a first step533

towards determining the variability ranges in the antidune geometry and celerity.534

The interplay between transport intensity and upstream migration celerity535

In the Results section, we demonstrated that the celerity scaling based on UN is useful to model how the sediment536

flux affects the antidune migration. As expected, the larger the mean sediment flux, the higher the migration celerity537

c. The intense particle activity promotes deposition on the antidune stoss side, and erosion on its lee side. We now538

compare the structure of Eq. (17) to that of the formula (see Eq. (19)) originally proposed by Simons et al. (1965) to539

model the contribution of downstream migrating dunes to the bedload flux.540

qs = (1− p) dV,50 fq(λ ∗N) c =
1
2
(1− p) (2dV,50) fq(λ ∗N) c Eq. (17)541

542

qs =
1
2
(1− p) Hdune cdune + Cq,1 (19)543

As one can see in the two equations reported above, Equation (17) might also be interpreted as a “contribution” to544

the mean bedload flux of a triangular antidune with the same shape coefficient ( 1
2 (1− p)) of the Simons’ formula.545

Analogously, the term 2dV,50 is proportional to the bedform amplitude (Hdune is the dune amplitude). The migration546

celerities also appear in both Eq. (17) and Eq. (19). It is worth noting that the celerity of upstream migrating547

antidunes takes positive values in our framework whereas the sign convention is different in Eq. (19) (celerity548

cdune > 0 for downstream migrating dunes). The term Cq,1 in Eq. (19) is a constant of integration that stands for the549

“part of the bedload which does not enter into propagation of dunes and ripples” (with Cq,1 = 0 at the threshold of550

motion and as long as the bed is covered by dunes, and Cq,1 = qs in case of transport in plane bed configuration)551

(Simons et al., 1965). Some hypotheses concerning the possible values taken by the “shape factor” (not formally552

defined) were already formulated by Mettra (2014) for the bedload flux contribution of a single antidune. The main553

difference between the relationships proposed for uni- and multi-modal dune fields (e.g. Simons et al., 1965; Nikora,554

1984; Guala et al., 2014) and Eq. (17) is that the latter should not be intended as the integral of the bedload flux555

contributions resulting from multiple migrating bedforms of different geometry. This semi-empirical multi-scale556
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relationship for estimating the mean bedload transport rate is based on Eq. (16), which can be interpreted as: an557

upstream migrating antidune within an antidune sequence under quasi-equilibrium transport conditions typically558

responds to the forcing imposed by the mean bedload transport rate qs by migrating with celerity proportional to UN559

and to f (λ ∗N). According to our results, antidune upstream migration may be formally interpreted as a response560

to the mean bedload flux and not as a contribution to it. The functional form of the dimensionless wavelength561

f (λ ∗N) = [ fq(λ ∗N)]
−1 in Eq. (16) embeds the effects on the migration celerity of both antidune shape and mean flow562

conditions (see Eq. (14)). The term f (λ ∗N) (see Eq. (16)) can be interpreted as an empirical conversion factor that563

expresses the typical ratio of the mean bedload flux that actively participates in determining the migration celerity of564

antidunes characterised by a dimensionless wavelength λ ∗N (depositing on their stoss side and being eroded by their565

lee side). The positive trend for f (λ ∗N) likely reflects the signature of the damping effect induced by the bedload layer566

inertia on antidune migration. In fact, inertial effect can increase the lag between sediment flux and shear stress,567

slowing antidune migration. The negative impact of inertia on the antidune migration celerity has been demonstrated568

theoretically by Vesipa et al. (2012). It seems coherent that this damping effect impacts relatively more the migration569

celerity of the short antidunes than that of the long ones because of their different size, thus causing the non-linearity570

in f (λ ∗N). According to our observations, the interplay between sediment flux and inertia may hold at relatively high571

transport rates (E4) until to the situation in which the antidunes are levelled out (bedload-laden flow with not clearly572

identifiable bed-flow interface). Considering the PSD countour for E1 in Fig. 9a, f (λ ∗N) may take values higher573

than the unity. This somewhat unexpected outcome might suggest that the longest antidunes during E1 migrated574

under sustained bedload transport rate higher than the mean feeding rate (i.e. during long-lasting bedload pulses)575

and/or that their actual wave amplitude was lower than 2dV,50. However, in our experiments we did not find any clear576

proportionality between the antidune amplitude and wavelength. It is worth underlining that the scaling method577

presented in this paper is based on parameters that have been estimated by considering relationships holding578

for uniform flows. This method has proven to be successful for describing the typical morphodynamic features579

observed in our experiments; alternative approaches, which take flow non-uniformity into account, could reveal580

interesting information concerning particular local events such as bedload pulses associated to the migration of a581

single antidune or to the transit of a downstream travelling perturbation.582
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Conclusion583

The experimental study presented in this paper shows that antidunes on steep slopes exhibit significant variability of584

shapes and celerity, even under steady-state conditions. The wavelength variability range increased with decreasing585

mean sediment transport rate. Overall, we observed that the larger the antidune wavelength, the higher its migration586

celerity. One strength of this paper is to show how to infer information on this variability from high resolution data by587

applying spectral analysis. By using a scaling technique, we collapsed all the bed elevation perturbation spectra588

onto a single curve that captured the bedform dynamics in terms of dimensionless celerity c∗N and wavelength λ ∗N.589

The resulting trend c∗N ≈ f (λ ∗N) was described by a functional relationship. This multi-scale relationship embedded590

the interplay between the sediment flux and antidune migration. We proposed a new method for estimating the mean591

bedload transport rate by monitoring antidune morphodynamics. Although our first test gave satisfactory results,592

additional data are needed to confirm our results. We are currently conducting a new experimental campaign using593

a longer flume.594

Accounting for variability in the antidune morphodynamical features is key to estimating sediment fluxes and595

form-induced flow resistance on steep slopes. This variability likely explains the elusiveness of antidunes in direct596

field observations. The findings may help paleohydraulics studies regarding coarse-bedded streams.597
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Figure 1. Experimental setup: (a) transparent tilting flume for quasi 2D flow, (b) sediment feeding system, (c)
camera for monitoring sediment supply at the inlet, (d) camera for monitoring bedload discharge at the outlet, (e)
window captured by the side camera (length Lw = 0.75 m).
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Figure 2. Time series of the mean bed slope in the control window for each experiment (black solid lines).
Sub-plots from (a) to (d) refer to experiments from E1 to E4, respectively. The red dashed line indicates the mean
bed slope over the entire duration of the experiment.
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Figure 3. Contour plots of the bed elevation perturbation for time intervals of 250 s (from t1 = 1200 s to t2 = 1450 s).
Sub-plots from (a) to (d) refer to experiments from E1 to E4, respectively. The colorbars refer to the z perturbations
expressed as [m]. Sediment feeding rates qs,in were: (E1) 2.0 · 10−5 m2 s−1, (E2) 3.5 · 10−5 m2 s−1, (E3) 4.8 ·
10−5 m2 s−1, (E4) 6.1 · 10−5 m2 s−1.
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Figure 4. Time series of the bedload transport rate at the flume outlet during 1000 s for experiments E1 (a) and E4
(b). The grey solid line indicates the bedload transport rate series averaged over 0.2 s. The black solid line refers to
the bedload transport rate averaged over 3 s. The red dashed line indicates the bedload transport rate averaged
over the entire duration of the experiment, qs,out ' qs,in. The additional dashed lines represent: 2 qs,in (yellow), 3 qs,in
(blue), 0.10 qs,in (purple).
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Figure 5. Empirical probability density functions for qs,out/qs,in for all the experiments. These distributions refer to
the bedload transport rates qs,out averaged over 0.2 s.
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Figure 6. Spectra displayed in λ -T domain for experiments E1–E4 (a–d).
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Figure 7. Spectra displayed in c-λ domain for experiments E1–E4 (a–d).
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Figure 8. PSD contour plot in c∗-λ ∗ domain. The colours refer to: E1 (black), E2 (red), E3 (blue), E4 (purple).
Contours are defined considering a single density level of 5000 for E1–E3. The E4 contour is defined with a density
level of 500.
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Figure 9. PSD contour plots in c∗N-λ ∗N domain. The black lines represent the master curve of Eq. (16). (a) The
colours refer to: E1 (grey), E2 (red), E3 (blue). Contours are defined considering a single density level of 5000 for
E1–E3. (b) The E4 contour (purple) is defined with a density level of 500.
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Figure 10. Master curve of Eq. (16) (dashed black line). The orange circles display the positions in c∗N-λ ∗N domain of
the data pairs reported in Table 3 for the run 2deg15v (Mettra, 2014). The pairs (c∗N,λ

∗
N) were calculated considering

the qs,meas value measured by Mettra (2014) and reported in Table 4.
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Figure 11. Contour plot of the bed elevation perturbation Z(x, t) during E2 (100 s). The solid blue lines represent
the approximated crest trajectory of undisturbed antidunes. The solid orange lines indicate the accelerating
antidunes whereas the green lines indicate new antidune crests resulting from splitting events or
disturbance-related discontinuities. The other thick lines represent: a travelling disturbance with discontinuity of the
antidune pattern (long-dashed red), a splitting-related disturbance without persistent discontinuity (short-dashed
red) and a secondary discontinuity/rearrangement of the antidune pattern (long-dashed yellow) associated with a
previous discontinuity. The colorbar refers to the z perturbation expressed as [m].
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Table 1. Main parameters for the experimental runs E1–E4.

Run Dur. [min] ψ [° ] qs,in [m2 s−1] qw [m2 s−1] h0 '
〈
h
〉

[m] h (range) [mm]

E1 77 2.9 2.0 · 10−5 3.1 · 10−3 0.0083 6.5–9.5
E2 37 3.0 3.5 · 10−5 3.8 · 10−3 0.0092 7.5–10.7
E3 36 3.1 4.8 · 10−5 4.2 · 10−3 0.0095 8.0–11.0
E4 47 3.0 6.1 · 10−5 4.8 · 10−3 0.0104 8.5–12.0
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Table 2. Summary of mean flow velocity, bed hydraulic radius, Shields numbers and Froude number for the
experimental runs E1–E4.

Run U = qw/h0 [m s−1] Rb [m] Θ [-] Θc [-] Θ/Θc [-] Fr =U/(gh0)
1/2 [-]

E1 0.37 0.0074 0.085 0.066 1.28 1.31
E2 0.41 0.0083 0.095 0.067 1.43 1.38
E3 0.44 0.0086 0.105 0.068 1.55 1.44
E4 0.46 0.0093 0.108 0.067 1.62 1.45
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Table 3. Main parameters of the experimental run 2deg15v (Mettra, 2014) and pairs (c, λ ) based on data of the
same experiment. The pairs (c, λ ) were extracted from Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.8 (a) in Mettra (2014).

W [m] ψ [° ] d50 [mm] ρs [kg m−3] h [m] Fr [-] Rb [m] Θ [-] c [mm s−1] λ [m]

0.8 0.20
0.08 2.0 6.25 2690 0.027 1.17 0.024 0.08 1.8 0.30

2.5 0.40
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Table 4. Summary of the performance assessment of Equation (17) for the run 2deg15v (Mettra, 2014).

c [mm s−1] λ [m] λ ∗N [-] qs,meas [m2 s−1] qs,est [m2 s−1]
(
qs,est−qs,meas

)
/qs,meas [%]

0.8 0.20 0.78 6.43 · 10−6 −18.0
1.8 0.30 1.17 7.9 · 10−6 7.64 · 10−6 −2.7
2.5 0.40 1.56 7.60 · 10−6 −3.3
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Table 5. Summary of the ranges for the antidune wavelength λ (extracted from the spectral distributions) and
estimated values for λ minK63 (Eq. (18) considering h = h0) and λ R09 (Eq. (14)) (runs E1–E3).

Run λ [m] λ minK63 [m] λ R09 [m]

E1 0.06–0.20 0.09 0.106
E2 0.08–0.16 0.11 0.122
E3 0.09–0.15 0.124 0.133
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